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Data Loss Prevention (DLP) In a Zero-Perimeter World

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) In a Zero-Perimeter World
Data security is a never-ending challenge. Keep up with regulations and protect intellectual property while adapting to massive IT...
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Proximity Marketing: Rising Demand for Internet of Things (IOT) and Emergence of the Cloud Platform

In the modern world of advanced technologies, proximity marketing is a promising and upcoming medium in the field of information and advertising across sectors.

Download PDF Brochure@ http://bit.ly/2huW0md
The proximity marketing market was valued at...

Proximity Marketing Offers Multiple Benefits in Global Industries
The growth of the market is propelled by the increased focus on business intelligence and rising market competitiveness along wit...
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Digital is turning CIOs into business executives

As digital becomes the heart of the enterprise, CIOs must shift their attention from IT delivery towards business leadership.


Digital is turning CIOs into business executives
As digital becomes the heart of the enterprise, CIOs must shift their attention from IT delivery towards business leadership.
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Glenn Dasmalchi
Executive Technologist | Cloud and Digital Transformation

My take on “context” as a central theme in understanding and evaluating multi/hybrid-cloud technology platform approaches.

Context is for Kings...and the Cloud
Using Multiple Cloud Services to Drive Your Business “Universal law is for lackeys. Context is for kings.” -Capt. Gabriel Lorca [Aside: As a...
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D. James (Jim) Graham
Chief Cloud Architect at CloudGenera, Inc

Origins of CloudGenera - Our Who we are and Why we're here

CloudGenera Origins: Who We Are, Why We're Here
CloudGenera’s passion for helping people make better technology decisions is one of its founding principles. In this video, Brian Kelly...
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David Friedlander
Technology Marketing & Strategy Executive

The complicated relationship between the cloud and datacenter
article. What do you think? Will it truly be a multi-cloud world?

It's Complicated: The Cloud and Data Center Relationship
Two weeks ago, I wrote a post about “Eight Reasons Enterprise Data Centers Aren't Going Away.” That prompted a lot of excellent…
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Malin Mösenbacher Svensson
Marketing Administrator

To migrate or not to migrate?
Comarch shares their knowledge on cloud migration in this free white paper: http://ow.ly/xSid30iH8wc

Accelerate Your Cloud Migration Journey
White Paper Published By: Comarch The dynamics of cloud migration are evolving as the criticality of applications and buse…
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Dominic Halpin
Get in touch - dom@technative.io

Anyone going to Cloud Live UK?
Is anyone attending Cloud UK Live hosted by UKFast next week in Manchester or the following week in London. I’ll be at both conducting video interviews and would love to talk to you if so


Cloud UK Live 2018
BOOKING NOW. Exclusive talks from some of cloud technology’s greatest innovators. Key topics include: cloud data security and…
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Neil Anderson
flackbox.com Trainer | Technical Consultant | Building your Cloud and …

NetApp Storage Architecture Tutorial
The NetApp storage architecture of disks, aggregates, RAID groups, volumes, Qtrees and LUNs is explained in this video tutorial.
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Chaitali Gawande
SEO at Transparency Market Research Pvt. Ltd.

IoT Operating Systems Powering The Future

The Future of IoT is Embedded Systems and Real-time Operating Systems

Brochure With Latest Advancements and Application @h... Show more

Tariq Iqbal
Global Cloud Leader - Hybrid Cloud • AWS • Azure • GCP • OpenStack • V...

Google simplifies virtual machine management on its cloud

With Google Compute Engine’s updated “instance templates”, you can now configure an instance exactly the way you want them and then save your golden [configuration] as an instance template - perfect for in the case where you need to move VM instances from development to production...

Google Inc. has added some new management features to its cloud platform that make it easier for customers to spin up and manage...
AMP on getting Australian regulators onside for AWS shift

Amazon Web Services played a big part in convincing the Australian regulator its infrastructure was secure and a critical enabler for AMP’s cloud-first strategy. Just by moving 50% of their x86 infrastructure to AWS saved 30% in infrastructure costs...

Is multi-cloud a strategy for avoiding vendor lock-in?

This whitepaper examines the realities of multi-cloud deployments to understand the approach that can best support your multi-cloud strategy.

Edge Computing: Integrating IoT and the Cloud

New Edge Computing Solutions To Tackle IoT

The following huge thing for big business IT comes as edge computing – a worldview where register draws nearer to the wellspring of information. E...
Getting & keeping your C-Suite involved in your innovation initiatives is vital to overall innovation success.

https://go4roi.com/leadership/helping-c-suite-involved-innovation/

Helping Your C-Suite Be More Involved In Innovation
Your executives play tremendous roles in your organization, but helping your C-Suite be more involved in innovation should be a...
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细数Oracle Database 18c那些“走心”的新特性

Oracle Database 18c是世界上最新一代最受欢迎的数据库,她在高性能、高可用性、安全性、易用性和其他方面都有显著的变化...
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Seminar : Drive Business Skills Competitiveness in Your Organization - Talent Management Software


Seminar : Drive Business Skills Competitiveness in Your Organization
Mark your calendars. Make a date with us every 18th of the month. Different topics every week! YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND OUR...
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Pragati Pathrotkar  
Team Lead SEO in TMR

Wearable Technology and the Internet of Things - Beyond health and wellness

Download Brochure for Latest advancements in Wearable and IoT at https://goo.gl/g8aLI7

Worldwide wearable technology and IoT wearable device market is foretold to witness lucrative business prospects owing to the ever-increasing demand for wearable de... Show more

Tejas P.  
Freelance Consultant | IOT | Cloud Computing | Cyber Security

They say Cloud will never go down! & we believe! Find out with Market predictions till 2021

Download PDF Brochure @ https://tinyurl.com/y95lutdc

The top 10 cloud technologies market is expected grow at a significant rate during the forecast period. The base year used for this study is 2015, and the forecast period considered is between 2016... Show more

aratrika chattaraj  
Sr. Digital Marketing Associate at Machintel

The majority of enterprises are taking a multi-vendor, #multi-cloud strategy, looking at AWS and Azure as their preferred choices. #Webinar #CloudReport

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/61513?trk=eml-group_applicant_approved-cta&midToken=AQEeP5C8N1N86Q&trkEmail=eml-group_applicant...
On Demand Webinar: AWS and Azure Cloud Services: A Side-by-side Comparison

The majority of enterprises are taking a multi-vendor, multi-cloud strategy, looking at AWS and Azure as their preferred choices. Dur…
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aratrika chattaraj
Sr. Digital Marketing Associate at Machintel

The #CloudComputing #conference in detail focuses on one of the most striking current trends in IT - cloud computing. #CloudReport

CLOUD COMPUTING IN PRACTICE 2018

The Cloud computing conference in detail focuses on one of the
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aratrika chattaraj
Sr. Digital Marketing Associate at Machintel

The “cloud” in #CloudComputing originated from the habit of drawing the internet as a fluffy cloud in network diagrams. #Blog #CloudReport

What is cloud computing? Everything you need to know now
The “cloud” in cloud computing originated from the habit of drawing the internet as a fluffy cloud in network diagrams. No wonder the…
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Spiro Vournazos
Solution Partner Manager - Enterprise Mobility Government and Emerg…

Samsung DeX: The Latest Evolution of Our Mobile-Powered Computing Platform

Mobile computing is becoming increasingly important for a growing number of industries, and Samsung DeX is powering that revolution.
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We are situated on the banks of Vaal River:a 45-minute escape JHB. Learn more

Big Data testing software
Tests Cloudera, MongoDB, SAI Teradata, IBM, Oracle, HPE, M others Learn more

SANS classes Abu Dhabi
Follow our world's best classes Dhab (April 7-12) Learn more
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https://www.linkedin.com/groups/61513?trk=eml-group_applicant_approved-cta&midToken=AQEeP5C8N1N86Q&trkEmail=eml-group_applicant…
AWS Business Essentials Course

The #Cloud is the future of technological advances. Become better at developing on the Cloud. Learn #AWS_Business_Essentials http://bit.ly/2t6e4zQ

Blockchain Revolution: Complimentary Expert Webcast Panel Discussion

Expert Webcast Panel: Blockchain Revolution
Deaf Friends and Colleagues, I look forward to moderating and would like to invite you to attend an upcoming complimentary...

Chief Architect for Next Generation Big Data Platform

Deloitte is hiring! Chief-Architect, Princeton-New Jersey
Chief Architect in Princeton, New Jersey, United States
Top Security Challenges for Cloud Storage

There are many benefits to cloud storage so it makes sense that enterprises have been quick to adopt cloud storage solutions. With the huge amounts of data being collected and stored the cloud provides plenty of storage space along with powerful comp... Show more

What is the state of cloud adoption in the UK?

What is being seen today in UK cloud adoption is not even half of what it could be in the next year or even less. 2018 will see a major shift by not just the enterprise level organisations but the next levels down among the mid to small sized players... Show more

Interested in learning about "How to Partner with SAP"?

Join us on the 7th of March.

Hear, ask your questions and learn from Tenego on: how to identify what it takes to partner with SAP; how to manage the relationship and more.

Tenego will host a FREE online interactive webinar "How to Partner with SAP" presented by our Founder and CEO Donagh Kiernan and... Show more
Sky Betting migrated its Sky Bet trading engine to a serverless architecture on Amazon Web Services and gained a number of benefits including; faster speed/load times, lower operating costs, improved deployment resources and better product testing environments...

Businesses are turning to the cloud in order to improve operations and scale applications in an increasingly competitive environment, in this case partnering with Amazon Web Services has paid dividends...

How cloud computing will evolve over the next 12 months...
How cloud computing will evolve over the next 12 months
As the current cloud landscape is changing, what can we expect from this market in 2018?

Going Serverless with Amazon Web Services (AWS) - The Traditional Approach
This tutorial develops a basic sample serverless application from scratch the traditional way, utilizing AWS serverless components, so you can see how much easier the cloud is to use...

Fog Computing Market to cross USD 700 million by 2024
Increasing penetration of cloud computing platforms is fostering the fog computing market growth. Over the past decade, cloud computing has emerged as a driving force in the IT ecosystem. It is estimated that approximately 80% of the enterprises are...
Quantum Computing Market Size, Analysis, Competitive Strategies and Forecasts, 2016-2024 - Variant Market Research

Quantum computing is the area of study centered on upgrading computer technology based on the principles of quantum theory, that explain the nature & behavior of matter and energy on the quantum i.e. atomic and subatomic level. They examine computer... Show more
Increasing Concerns Related to Data Security is Driving The Attention Towards Cloud Encryption Market

Cloud encryption is the service offered by cloud storage providers for encrypting data before storing on the cloud. Encryption is one of the most effective approaches towards data security, scrambling content of any system, database, and file in such... Show more

Disaster Recovery as a Service Market makes it a Booming industry according to following research report: 2015-2024

Global Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) Market is estimated to reach $19 billion by 2024; growing at a CAGR of 34.9% from 2016 to 2024. DRaaS is the replication of physical or virtual servers by a third-party to provide failover in the occurrence... Show more
Smart Airport: The Backbone of Smart City, Smart Building and Factory of the Future

The smart airport is a concept that comes from the ideas of the smart city, the smart building and the factory of the future. Its main goal is to provide higher security with smart services to passengers in a green and clean environment.

An airport... Show more
Infrastructure has always been an issue for developers. With Serverless computing they can circumvent administrative tasks and focus on business logic.

Serverless computing is more cost-effective than purchasing the servers with required configurations. Serverless computing allows you to focus your efforts on business because the infrastructure you need to run and scale your apps is managed for you.

http://blog.sysfore.com/what-is-serverless-computing/

---

**What is Serverless Computing?**

Serverless computing is a cloud computing execution model in which the cloud provider dynamically manages the allocation of...
Cloud Computing

Sensory Node for Smart Lighting Solutions | Success - Story | Qualcomm 410E

check here: https://goo.gl/3RUYQw

Email flow management for complex organizations

Cloud solutions: Email flow management for complex organizations - Article - HPE Cloud28+

One of the main issues for companies outsourcing their messaging services to the cloud is the migration process. In international or...

What are the key factors driving the global bot services market?

Get Discount on report at https://goo.gl/GouBti

The bot services market is fragmented owing to the presence of numerous international and regional
Bot Services Market Forecast to 2022 with Key Companies Profile, Supply, Demand, Cost Structure Report

Top companies of bot services market are Amazon.com, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle. The analysts forecast global bot services market...

Content Delivery Network Market: The Importance and Impact on an Online Business

Request a PDF Sample for this Research Report @ http://bit.ly/Content-Delivery-Network

Enhancements In Technology In Emerging Economies

The number of internet users worldwide stands at a staggering 3.5 billion at present. This has led to an unprecedented...

Is Agile the 2015-2016 norm?

https://www.bizitbridge.com/blog/is-agile-the-2015-2016-norm

It seems that people and organizations embracing Agile have reached the critical mass. A few studies on this topic revealed that...


This report gives an in-depth research about the overall state of Cloud Computing in Pharmaceutical market and projects an overview of its growth market. It also gives the crucial elements of the market and ...
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Do you have what it takes to be an Instructor? Be a part of an international organization that makes a difference.

Urgent need of rockstar trainers for DevOps, AWS, Azure, Data Science, AI, Machine Learning, Spark, Hadoop, Sap Hana, tableau, python & salesforce instructor. Please do share your linkedin profile as well as mention your professional exp for respective technology.

Become an instructor today! [https://tinyurl.com/y7y49clh](https://tinyurl.com/y7y49clh)
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Realise your business goals by simplifying and accelerating your digital transformation.

In an era focused on continuous innovation and anticipating customer needs, it can be hard to turn your vision into reality. This is where SAP Digital Business Software Roambi can help. We’re part of SAP, so we know SAP software better than anyone el...

Show more

Realise your business goals by simplifying and accelerating
Cloud Storage Market: Drivers, Restraints, Opportunities, and Challenges!!

Download PDF Brochure @ http://tinyurl.com/j2ncf5n

With the increasing penetration of cloud computing and other emerging technologies, such as Internet of Things (IoT), big data, and serverless architecture, the demand for cloud storage solutions and...

Show more

Cloud Storage Market Expected to Grow Worth 88.91 Billion USD by 2022

The report “Cloud Storage Market by Type (Solutions and Services), Deployment Model (Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Hybrid Cloud),....
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Cloud Analytics Market: Trends, Business Strategies and Opportunities 2020

Download PDF brochure - https://tinyurl.com/y97aq2xu

Cloud-based business analytics applications and services are offered under a subscription model or a utility pricing model. Primarily, the elements of data analytics consists of cloud BI tools, host...

Show more

CLOUD ANALYTICS - INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
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Pan Eva
甲骨文 - DB for Tech Region

周鸿祎：写区块链最好的一篇文章

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA5MDYzMzUzMw==&mid=2873572737&idx=1&sn=39232c4c020357e1a4377458f756a1d&chksm=bebb39d389ccb0c578cc2307460b897707309f4fe0524486a811576d105b5c3fe61ce678c0&amp;share=newscene=1&amp;srcid=0227YPbxUlpzZcq95e7567e4CP&pass_ticket=CKN1672a2Rc0wumFD2%2FR1GD%2B9gwUMH5MmCv9%2F4i0yqkRPVpoxzQ1EyjyuvyCNgNq#rd

注：奇虎360创始人周鸿祎说，这是了解区块链最深入浅出的一篇文章。这组词序并没有任何意义，真正让它们有价值的地方在于......

Sagar Nangare
Digital Strategist | Enterprise Technology Trends, Cloud, Networking, S...

[Podcast] Gearing up for the NFV Revolution

Listen to podcast and download presentation from here
http://calsoftinc.com/resources/resources/podcasts-webinars/podcast-gearing-up-for-the-nfv-revolution/#utm_source=SocialMedia&amp;utm_medium=LDNFBTW

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is gaining momentum. Show more

Brandt Handley
ROI Empowers Middle Market Firms To Attract, Hire and Retain "A-Play...
Attracting investors to your Middle Market firm can be made easier with a robust investor recruiting strategy.


**Super-Charging Your Investor Recruitment Strategies For Success**

Having a hard time finding quality investors for your Middle Market organization. It’s time to start super-charging your investor recruitment strategies.


---

**Rise of Cloud Robotics | Industry Forecast till 2022**

Download PDF Brochure @ [https://tinyurl.com/ycsbnfyt](https://tinyurl.com/ycsbnfyt)

Cloud Robotics Market to grow from USD 2.20 Billion in 2017 to USD 7.51 Billion by 2022, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 28.1% during 2017 to 2022.

The major factors driving the market growth include:

- Robotics Will Offer an Opportunities for Cloud Computing Industry
- According to WikiPedia, Cloud Robotics is a field of robotics that attempts to invoke cloud technologies such as cloud computing.

---

**9 Big FinTech Trends**

Block Chain, Artificial intelligence (AI), Design thinking and the cloud solutions, all FinTech developments that will continue to grow in the coming year.
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**Accelerate innovation**

[https://www.linkedin.com/groups/61513?trk=eml-group_applicant_approved-cta&midToken=AQEeP5C8N1N86Q&trkEmail=eml-group_applicant...](https://www.linkedin.com/groups/61513?trk=eml-group_applicant_approved-cta&midToken=AQEeP5C8N1N86Q&trkEmail=eml-group_applicant...)
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Tests Cloudera, MongoDB, SAI Teradata, IBM, Oracle, HPE, M others
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**SANS classes Abu Dhabi**

Follow our world’s best classes

[Learn more](https://www.linkedin.com/)
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Cloud Storage: An Open Standard Commodity for the Industry

Cloud storage adoption is expected to witness high growth rate, owing to primary consideration of data storage, document management, storage security, public portal management, and many other application needs.

Cloud Storage Market is projected to rea... Show more

Why should you mentor the next generation of security professionals? Here's why...

There are numerous reasons someone may choose to mentor other people, but I think the best reasons to do it stem from what you will get out of the experience. Mentoring is a two-way street, one where the mentee isn’t the only person learning and grow... Show more